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Hello from the Editor
Welcome to the summer edition of the Traditional Times! This summer season aptly
sees the TGCA blooming as memberships continue to grow rapidly and we look to our
growth and expansion plans for the future.
We have some wonderful news to announce which will take the breed even further
forward and out into the spotlight. This is as a result of a tremendous amount of time
and effort from our dedicated team and we are very excited about it. Do read the
Huge News item in this edition!
To support our growth some new committee places have been established and will be
open to you. The detail of these will be published on the TGCA website along with
submission forms for those wanting to put themselves forward. In addition it has been
decided to move all the administration functions into the one head office location;
dates for when this changeover will take place will be announced soon.
I would just like to highlight to all members our very active facebook page and invite
you to ‘meet’ with us there. We really enjoy hearing your news and seeing pictures of
your horses and the shows you have attended, plus it’s a great forum to ask
questions. We do ask however that everyone be considerate when using Facebook and
other online media. We are proud to be an open, approachable and honest
Association, but members venting frustration without knowing the full facts can be
damaging and off putting to fellow members. If you do have any grievances, please
direct them to Head Office in the first instance so that information is not
misrepresented or misconstrued. That way we have a chance to investigate and
address issues and rectify them where appropriate.
We are all excitedly anticipating our upcoming annual breed show, TOYS, in
September. We are expecting a tremendous turnout, somewhere in the region of 200
Traditional’s! This is fantastic and despite the wet weather impact to many shows and
qualifier classes in the first half of this summer. The published TOYS schedule outlines
a spectacular show for entrants and spectators alike. The TGCA is an incredibly
friendly Association with many active, supportive and sociable members and this will
be a fabulous opportunity for all of us to show off our cobs and to meet and mingle.
Not ones to rest on our laurels, plans for 2013 include a new licensing scheme for
mares and a possible new venue for TOYS 2014.
Please continue to spread the word about the TGCA. We do have posters and cards
available for you to share (a SAE would be appreciated to keep expenses down!)
Really looking forward to meeting you at TOYS in September!

Nikki Deakins
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The TGCA
Come and join the TGCA, the ONLY association in the UK specifically for Traditional
Gypsy Cobs of all colours in all their feathered glory.
Traditional gypsy cobs come in all manner of beautiful colours and patterns, from solid
to spotted, and ALL are welcomed with enthusiasm by the TGCA!
You DO NOT need parentage or breeding paperwork on your traditional gypsy cob, to
show him or her with the TGCA!

Join the TGCA OFFICAL SITE on

Cover Story
‘En route to Appleby’
Traveling across the Pennines on
the way to Appleby Horse Fair.
Photos courtesy and copy right of Andrea Betteridge
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HUGE NEWS!
In 2005 a group of enthusiasts for this breed gathered together in Sussex, England,
over a very enjoyable lunch to mutually discuss why the traditional gypsy cob did not
have breed recognition and why their pedigrees were not recorded in a studbook. We
also were upset that the many beautiful solid coloured traditional gypsy cobs had
nowhere to be shown. Other countries had set up Traditional Gypsy Cob Studbooks
for horses that had been imported and from the UK and Ireland, but here, we had
nothing.
With no agenda apart from pure passion, we tried to work out how we could go
forward.
Historically, in the main, generations of Romany people who were breeding Traditional
Gypsy Cobs only ever verbally remembered their bloodlines. No verified recording of
pedigrees had ever taken place due to the very culture of the Romany people these
horses evolved from. Even today well known Traditional Gypsy Cobs are mostly
referred to through their often simple but memorable names e.g. Lottery Horse,
Nobby, Old Kent Horse, etc. (sometimes these names were changed and one horse
can change hands and names several times!). And so a very large task was set to
take the breed forward and to try to get breed status for them in their own right. How
could we make a start and where in fact, where was the starting point?
With the advances of DNA, we knew we could actually start a studbook, and indeed
prove parentage. This we decided was our starting point. We all chatted away, and
dreamed that one day we would love to see the dedicated breeding verified, and to
have breed passports for OUR Traditional Gypsy Cobs, and imagined perhaps having a
breed show to showcase our Traditional Gypsy Cobs. The Traditional Gypsy Cob
Association (TGCA) was born.
And so we began our long journey of education and fact finding, research, long
telephone conversations deep into days and nights, setting up the very first show,
TOYS, in 2010 to showcase the breed in its own right. Liaising and consulting with
many breeders we continued to learn, understand and appreciate the history which
enabled us to form our breed standard. The result was a breed standard created by
breeders from within the very community that Traditional Gypsy Cobs had originated
from.
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Here we are now nearly 7 years later. A huge application that was lodged with DEFRA
in December 2011 has given us our dream. We are so very proud to announce that:
The Traditional Gypsy Cob Association has been awarded breed recognition.
We have been granted the very prestigious MOTHER studbook for the UK and the
European Union
We have Passport Status and are an official Passport Issuing Office for the UK and the
European Union.
We are incredibly proud to have the backing of DEFRA who have patiently understood
and supported our efforts to prove the Traditional Gypsy Cob is a breed in its own
right.
The TGCA Offers:
•

Every Traditional Gypsy Cob an opportunity to enter into our Studbook
provided they meet our criteria.

•

An additional Traditional Gypsy Cob Part Bred Register, and Basic
Identity Register Passport service.

•

Identity passports for every type of horse, that is not a Traditional
Gypsy Cob.

•

A comprehensive showing system.

•

A stallion and mare licensing system, and soon to be youngstock
evaluations.

We will also soon be proudly announcing our International Branches of the TGCA!
These are most certainly exciting times.
Backed by many Top Class Foundation Breeders who have supported our efforts and
claims, helped us gather important information and facts, without them we would still
be at grass roots level. Your continued support and advice is invaluable. Thank you.
To all our supporters, worldwide, for submitting valuable information to help us build
our studbooks. Thank You.
There are many people that we would like to thank, but we would like to particularly
mention some very dedicated people that work with us that have been there right
from the very start of this journey.
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Kirsten Wilson – dedicated, efficient and passionate – Kirsten has been in the back
office working tirelessly making sure everything is documented perfectly, we are sure
you all know her efficiency – she runs TOYS as well, and if last year is anything to go
by, this year is going to be MEGA! Thank you.
Theresa Fryer – Theresa has been there right from the start – she is incredibly helpful,
willing and does many things beyond the call of duty. She spends hours answering
your questions, offering her advice and knowledge and keeps all our shows and
judges up to speed.
It is important to remember, that no one has been paid for their work – TGCA could
never afford the services of such wonderful people like them. Thank you.
We have endured many long hours, days and weeks of an unpaid labour, A labour of
love, many times to the detriment of home and professional life, to continue on a
journey to bring this breed to the forefront nationally and internationally. For our long
suffering husbands and families, you have supported us in obtaining a nearly
impossible dream. Thank you.

We the TGCA promise that we will move this breed forward for the future, continue to
record the history, showcasing and maintaining breed type, whilst encouraging
responsible breeding practices. The TGCA is an Association for all.
We are the only Breed Association for the Traditional Gypsy Cob. We have secured
the Mother studbook for the breed in the countries of its origins – the UK and Ireland.
It is only right that its home is here. It is indeed a significant day and a legacy for
the future. A very proud and special moment for all of us, and for this beautiful,
generous and incredibly, popular horse we all admire and love so much.
Jayne Purcell White and Andrea Betteridge.
PS: We will be processing our very own TGCA passports very shortly - we are just in
the process of changing all the documentation which I am sure you will all
understand, is a huge undertaking. Please bear with us whilst we do this - we just
had to share the excitement! Keep an eye on the website for the new passport
applications.
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TOYS 2012
Over 200 fabulous Traditional Gypsy Cobs are expected at The TGCA's annual breed
show TOYS on 22nd September at Keysoe, Bedford, the schedule for which is now online
at www.tgca.co.uk/toys2012
Events at Keysoe will kick off on Friday 21st September when we are happy to be
holding a showing Clinic (see below) for the first time which will take place in the
indoor Arena. In the evening there will be a chance to get together and enjoy a glass
of wine and a nibble at the TGCA meet and greet taking place in the cafe. Drinks and
nibbles will be provided courtesy of the TGCA.
The TOYS Show day will start at 8.00 a.m. bright and early the following morning with
varied classes spread over the 3 rings and the arena throughout the day. The Gala
Evening Performance in full evening dress attire will follow in the main arena at
6.00pm. This will feature the Final and Championship Classes for those who have been
successful during the day and also popular highlights such as the Open Ridden Pairs,
Foal of the Year and the Rescue Cob Story.
This action packed day will conclude with a fun TOYS 2012 National Show ‘after show’
party!
Thanks to our generous sponsors and loyal supporters the TOYS Sponsorship
packages have been flying off the shelves. If you would like to sponsor one of the
remaining classes and grab this wonderful opportunity to showcase your stud/
business/product or just show your support of the TGCA and our wonderful breed then
please do get in touch.
All sponsorship packages benefit from your chosen name on the schedule, rosettes
and your business/stud/products advertised over the PA system throughout the day.
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Classes available for sponsorship can be viewed at www.tgca.co.uk/
toysclassestosponsor Prices are from as little as £25.
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TOYS Qualifiers
We have all battled with the wet weather in some shape or form this summer, and
many shows have unfortunately had to cancel, move or rearrange their events.
Please do check the show calendar on the TGCA website and the TGCA facebook page
where we continue to add new shows and to keep you informed with the latest
updates from the scheduled shows.
Following some recent confusion we have worked to enhance the show calendar by
indicating which shows have classes with a TGCA panel judge and if the class is
intended to be of mixed type (although this could change at some venues dependant
on class take up). Please do support and attend your local TGCA classes so that we
can continue to swell the number of TGC breed only classes.

Rescue Cob Award TOYS 2012
The TGCA take welfare very seriously and admire those who have taken on rescue
Traditional Gypsy Cobs and given them a life they could never have dreamt of.
If this describes you, please send in your story to be considered for the Rescue Cob
Award which will be presented to you and your special cob during the prestigious gala
evening performance at TOYS. The closing date is 18th August and further details can
be found on the website.
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Inaugural Quest for a Star Show Results

Our very first Quest for a Star Championship Show took place at St Clears Agricultural
Show in May of this year.
The Champion spot went to rising two year old colt Aftershock, owned by Claire
Edwards and shown by her husband Mike Edwards of Maesygollen Stud, Wales. It was
a fabulous day for the Edwards as not only did Aftershock claim the top spot, but their
three year old colt Panteryrod Bentley, shown by Claire took Reserve Champion.
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Upcoming Quest Shows:
These shows have proven very popular. If you take place in the Championship as a
ridden entry, then you go through to the Coates Ultimate Star Ridden at TOYs, if you
are an in hand entry, then you go forward to the SGM Security Ultimate Star In Hand
at TOYs.
July
Suffolk – The Jays
Liverpool – Aintree International
Somerset – SWPA Trinity Show
Northampton – Rushden RC
Staffordshire – North Staffs Showing Soc
Cleveland – South Durham Showing Group
Essex – Norton Heath
August
Scotland – Fife – Puddledub Show
Yorkshire - Ultimate Showcase of Champions
Lincolnshire – Equifest
Derbyshire - Notts Derby Show
Yorkshire – Horse Parade
September
Liverpool – Prestige Events
Durham – Bowes Show

Calling all Members!
We would love for you to share your stories, pictures and shout outs for inclusion in
future newsletters.
Please don’t be shy, it would be wonderful to hear from you!
Email Nikki (gntdeakins@gmail.com) or Kim (kimh2010@hotmail.co.uk).
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Member Interviews
Ronnie
Owned by Leigh Wilson and
her sons Callum and Theo
It’s great to see young handlers
in the line up and witness their
bond with their horses. Here
Leigh talks to us about their
special cob Ronnie who her son
Callum has been out showing
with great success almost every
weekend of the show season this
year.
I have always been a massive
fan of cobs of all shapes and
sizes, and when I saw Ronnie
advertised with a dealer I
jumped at chance to buy him.
Unfortunately Ronnie had not
had the best start in life and this
had left him in a very poor
condition.
When I went to see him he was
painfully thin, had mites and lice,
evidence of rain scald. His feet
were awful and he was scared of
everyone and everything,
greeting my son Callum and I
with a terrified look in his eye.
I decided I had to take him
home with me and surprisingly
he let me catch him, although I
had been told he was
uncatchable and very
unpredictable, and also that he
“kicks and bites”!!!
Contrary to this a very sad and
sorry looking Ronnie willingly
followed me up the horsebox
ramp and eagerly tucked into the
awaiting haynet in the lorry. The
journey home was interesting
with Ronnie spending most of it
on his back legs calling to
anyone who would listen.

Callum and I have now had
Ronnie for 8 months and I can
honestly say he is the kindest,
sweetest horse I have ever had
the pleasure of owning.
I have never had a problem
catching him, he has certainly
never kicked or bitten myself or
Callum, and although it took him
a long time to trust us to walk
behind him or to pick his feet out
(due to severe sores around his
coronets from being tethered too
tightly), he has now put on
enough weight and condition and
has enough confidence in us for
Callum to start showing him.
Callum took him out for the first
time this year in March to the
Pachesham Spring Show and
entered him for the TGCA TOYS
Qualifier. Unfortunately Callum
had his foot stamped on by his
other pony just a few minutes
before entering the ring, but
despite his obvious pain and a
bad limp he bravely managed to
show Ronnie In hand and they
managed a very respectable 3rd
place, in a very large and strong
class full of beautiful traditional
gypsy cobs.
Callum and Ronnie have gone on
to win a number of shows since,
including show champion at
Chequer Tree Farm and several
reserve champion placings. They
have amassed quite the selection
of rosettes, trophies and sashes!
Ronnie holds a very special place
in our hearts, we feel very
privileged that he has chosen us
as his family and we are very
much looking forward to the rest
of the season and to TOYS in
September.
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Interview with Theresa Dibblee
Q:	
  Tell me a bit about yourself and how you

got into horses
A: I am a Mum of 2, Grandmother of 2 and
was bought up on a Council Estate in South
East London, now living in Aberdeenshire. I
work from home as a Service Ops Manager
for a large IT company and show, teach and
occasionally judge in my spare(!) time. I
come from a totally non-horsey family I was
obsessed from an early age. I eagerly
awaited the arrival of the rag and bone man
and helped with the donkey rides at
Greenwich Park just to get my horsey fix. I
bought my first horse at 15 with my paperround money and knew absolutely nothing
about the practicalities of owning a horse!
My obsession grew and I now own 3
traditional’s (2 yearling colts and a gelding).
Q: Tell me about your traditional’s, what do
you love about them!
A: My love of traditional’s started about
15-20 years ago when I saw Commanche
Ace at a show. He stood out a mile and I
vowed there and then I would one have one
of those “gypsy horses”. I got my first
traditional around 10 years ago and bought
my current gelding, Hercules, 4 years ago
after seeing his photo on Coloured Contacts.
It took me a while to persuade his owner to
sell him and even now we are still in regular
contact. Traditional’s are the most even
tempered, generous natured, greedy(!)
breed I have ever known. Even my nonhorsey husband feels confident around them
although he does find their ability to destroy
electric fencing annoying! I can trust my
boys with anyone, they are the centre of
attention at shows where the non-horsey
public love to come and have a “pat”.
Q: Why did you decided to buy youngsters
and where did they come from?
A: I really enjoy bringing on the babies, it’s
so very rewarding. I have 2 yearling colts
at present, Duke and Brackenhill JayBoy
(pictured). Duke is still a little immature so
may not be shown until later in the year. I
bought him based off of a photo from his
breeder, he comes from Lincolnshire. He has
very old bloodlines going back to Eddie
Alcock’s Old Black Horse. Brackenhill Jay
Boy (JB) is a tri coloured colt that I bought
from breeders James and Christine Taylor.
He is sired by the very well known bay cob
Brackenhill Alfie (pictured). My aim with
both boys is for them to have an in-hand
career until they are ready to go under
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saddle. I will keep them entire with a view
to grading and licensing if they prove to be
good enough to do so – fingers crossed!
Q: What is it like showing in Scotland and
coping with the Scottish weather?
A: Traditional’s are growing in popularity
and we need show organisers to put on
more classes for them, particularly solids.
People complain about lack of classes and
then when we have them they don’t enter
so we lose the classes again.. The quality of
the traditional’s in the classes has drastically
improved over the last 10 years and several
graded stallions are now located North of
the Border. Showing in Scotland is defiantly
an experience due to our weather! Quite
often we get four seasons in one day!
Because of this it can be hard work looking
after traddie’s, mine are out during the day
and in at night (particularly during the
winter) and are more often than not rugged
24x7, except of course when we do get the
odd warm day! I end up hosing legs off
every day during the winter to prevent bog
burn and full neck rugs are a must! :o)
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Becky Lock, Amateur breeder and Competitor
As an amateur you do a lot of showing, what’s the attraction?
I enjoy showing and watching my stock in the ring, seeing friends and
being out with my ponies and partner Matt. People forget showing should
be fun and winning is just an extra! I love watching stock I’ve sold doing
well with their new owners. At the last BSPA winter show I watched a
5yr mare go down the center line to take the coldblood ridden
championship and 1st Reserve Supreme of Show!! Her owner bought her
from me as a foal, her first pony and she had done it all herself.
What challenges do you face?
Selling them!!! I do find it very hard to let them go and am always saying
to Matt let’s just run that one on and see what he/she turns out like! I
have been very lucky and sold mostly to friends. We limit the number we
breed each year so that I have time to work and show each foal. If I do
then sell the owner has a foal that they can work with from the offset.
Tell me about yourself and your ponies.
At 16 I trained at the Talland School of Equitation. I was into dressage
and owned a warmblood and TB! I still have my 2 very old horses, Ben
24yr and Addie 19yr. All my girls are graded with BSPA or CHAPS
(coloureds) and most have show records. Some have qualified for RIHS
and HOYS. I do think it’s good to not only use a graded and licensed
stallion, but the mare should be just as good and have proven it. I have
the only offspring to two HOYS and CHAPS Elite parents. I have 5
stallions on the yard; Shantaine An Sparticus my founding stallion.
Without him I would never have got into breeding traditional’s. He has
taken me to RIHS and HOYS! He is graded with BSPA, CHAPs and TGCA;
Brickell Mr Pickwick a 3yr old colt and the TGCA 2010 Youngstock
Supreme Champion, Tucker II the sire to Brickell Mr Pickwick who is
CHAPs, BSPA and TGCA graded (he belongs to a friend who lets me show
and use him.) We also have a Fell and a homebred coloured, WPB
Sherlock's Seren Dreamer. I have lots of babies due to not being able to
sell them and am hoping to get most of them out showing this year.
How do you keep yourself organised?
I have a diary and everything has to go in that or it will not happen. I am
not the best at keeping myself organised but I just about manage it.
What tips do you have for people who haven’t been as successful
as you in the show-ring?
Watch other people and ask questions! Even if you don't like what they
have to say, learn from it. I always ask for feedback. Don't forget to
enjoy what you are doing and go into the ring with a big smile on your
face. I still feel I have a very long way to climb to be as good as I would
like to be and it is that that makes me carry on and push myself.
What show are you most looking forward to this year?
Riding at RIHS as it will be the first time and I will be on a homebred. He
is not a TGC but a coloured WPB stallion (Sherlock's Seren Dreamer). The
feeling will be amazing he is just a 4yr old so we are only going for the
ride round as this will be his biggest show under saddle and the fact he
qualified is more then enough for me!
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Across the Channel
Audrey and Ludo Louis, France
In the Winter Traditional Times we mentioned Andrey and Ludo Louis who had
attended TOYS 2011 having read about it on facebook. As promised we have kept in
touch and here the couple tell us more about themselves and their gypsy cobs.

We live in the North of France and discovered the gypsy cob 7 years ago when looking
for a second horse. We didn't want just any saddle or draught horse. My husband was
researching horses breeds on internet and he showed me a picture of an amazing
black and white horse with a tail and feathers such as I have never seen before. We
were really impressed by this horse and it was the beginning of our love story with
this fabulous breed.
We have visited breeders in France and Belgium, and have been to some shows in
Belgium. There are no shows in France because the breed is not yet recognized in our
country. At the shows we discovered a mare and a stallion that were really pleasing to
us. They were both ridden and we liked how they were bred. One day in 2007 my
husband told me that he had reserved in utero a foal out of that mare and stallion! I
was angry because he done that without talking to me beforehand and because it was
a foal! I met the breeder of the mare, a young woman very much in love with her
horses, very kind and very serious, and then I saw the first scan - the first picture of
our foal and my feelings changed.
We were so happy when we got the call to say our foal was born and 10 hours after
her birth we met our filly Fantaghiro SvG. Fanta came home when she was 5 months
old and it was a pleasure to watch her grow. Of course as she was young it was
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impossible to ride her and so we were looking for another Gypsy horse, but to ride
this time! We searched for something beautiful and pleasant to ride for several
months but didn't find anything. Then my husband showed me an advert for a young
gelding just broken. This horse did not look very nice in the pictures and I was not
very motivated to go to see him but my husband insisted. We both had an incredible
surprise when we saw him! Beautiful body, lovely character and so pleasant to ride!
We wanted to buy him but the owner was waiting to hear back from a woman before
us. The day after our visit we were told that she had bought him and we were so very
disappointed as this horse was everything we had been searching for! Two months
later I called the owner to ask him if he had any news of his horse and he told me he
was still for sale. One week later he was in our meadow!
In January 2011 we were visiting a breeder in England when I saw a beautiful little
filly, Brackenhill Shadow. Though she was not for sale at that time she stayed in my
mind and now some months later she is home with us too! Our visits to breeders,
trips to shows, and our searches have introduced us to a lot of other passionate
people including Nikki and her husband who told us about TOYs. Last September we
came to England to see the TGCA show for the first time and we greatly enjoyed it.
We were absolutely delighted when three weeks ago we had a beautiful present from
our mare; a wonderful colt that we have called Cobàn Antaza. It was a fabulous
experience, we were so very impatient to see him because his sire is wonderful French
stallion, very well bred and known to produce beautiful foals. We have known this
stallion for four years and we were sure that he would be the best stallion for our
mare. We were present at the birth, and it was such a very nice moment that we were
moved to tears! As I saw this little head appear I forgot all the stress I had suffered
for nearly one year! It's a pleasure to see him growing and to see our mare in her
new rôle of mother!
We are totally in love with the Gypsy horse, my husband is particularly interested by
the bloodlines and I'm so happy to live with these fabulous horses he discovered for
us.
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Member’s Tips, Warnings and Advice
My Laminitus Experience, by Theresa Dibblee
This is the story of my own experience with laminitus when my traditional cob gelding
Hercules’ obsession with food nearly cost him his life.
As you may recall winter of 2010/2011 was particularly bad. The problems started
when I started feeding Hercules haylage, 2 feeds a day (mistakenly thinking he
needed the extra rations). This resulted in a horse who came out of the winter looking
better than when winter had started. I started riding him getting ready for a big local
show in March 2011, so he was being ridden regularly and worked hard at least 5
times a week with no signs of laminitus. After the show, because he had been working
so hard, I gave him a couple of weeks off and then at the end of June I headed off to
work in Malaysia. By this time he was out 24x7 on pretty good grazing with one other.

Whilst I was in Malaysia my hubby called to say Herci was lying down in the field and
wouldn't get up. Hubby and son eventually managed to get him in and stabled him for
a couple of days. Even then I did not realise it was lami, I just thought it was Herci
gorging himself. When I came home he seemed slightly "footie" and so, as he had
been barefoot until now, I decided to have front shoes put on. The Farrier did not see
any signs of laminitus at this time. I took him to a local agricultural show and he was
fine. Then I went traveling with work again for a few weeks. When I got back he
could hardly walk.
I stabled him and called the local vet who diagnosed laminitus in both front feet. He
was stabled on a very deep bed, put on bute and kept in for about 3 weeks (on
veterinary advice, however there was no suggestion of x-rays, remedial shoeing, etc).
No more haylage (soaked hay only) and no mix or nuts. He came sound pretty quickly
and went back out but with a grazing muzzle on. He was completely sound until the
start of October when one day the muzzle came off in the field and he was off of his
feet again. He was worse this time, sweating and trembling. Luckily I still had some
bute. This time he was stabled for 4 weeks (as recommended by the Laminitis Trust).
In the middle of November the Farrier came back out to refit shoes and Herci was
obviously not happy although he was sound with his shoes on. The Farrier suggested
getting a different vet's opinion and having x-rays taken. The snow had started falling
however and so there was no way I could get to the vets for x-rays (I hadn't realised
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a local practice could perform mobile x-rays). The Farrier came back on the 28th
December to refit shoes and Herci just wouldn't have the shoes put on. He again
suggested getting a different vet to come out an x-ray him, etc. The vet came out 2
days later and performed the x-rays, and once again Herci had to be stabled on a
deep bed, with no turnout etc. The x-ray results confirmed laminitus with a high
probability the pedal bone could founder (drop through the sole). They were sent to
the experts in Glasgow for their recommendations which were:
• Shoes - Heartbar shoes fitted under sedation
• Turnout - Limited to prevent unnecessary concussion to the front feet and to
prevent any infection in the foot where a large amount of hoof wall had been
removed
• Feed - Formula for Feet and a small amount of Hi fi Lite or Happy Hoof
• Medication - Sedalin for a couple of days (this opens the blood vessels); Bute until
sound (at least 5 days)
• X-rays - repeated in 6 weeks
• Work - No ridden work until the summer
• Weight - Keep weight down (we managed to reduce his weight from 560 KG to just
over 500 KG in a month)
We had to wait for the new hoof wall to grow down and hope it would be of good
enough quality so as not to split, "implode" or get infected but there were no
guarantees. The experts in Glasgow gave him a prognosis of "reasonable" so I took
each day as it came. Herci was very grumpy with no turnout, but I had to be cruel to
be kind. His weight I was told was the main cause of his lammi. Having him in "show
condition" (fat!) resulted in an otherwise healthy young horse potentially having his
days numbered. To be honest, if he hadn’t been able to be shown again I really didn't
care. He owed me nothing.
The good news is that Hercules made a complete recovery (although ongoing
preventative care will always be in place). I now use him for teaching which keeps
him fit and his weight down and he has been back in the show-ring, winning 3
championships this season. I regularly weight tape him to ensure we are on the right
lines and still like to get him in at night to ensure he is not stuffing his face 24x7!!!
Please do not fall into the same trap that I did, let them lose a bit of weight over the
winter, it soon comes back on in the Spring (particularly with the native breeds). I
never thought this would happen to me, always thought I was a responsible owner
and that a traditional cob would not get laminitus. I have also learned that another
cause of laminitis is frost/snow. The cold causes blood vessels to constrict so for any
horses suffering with lami turn out in the snow/frost is not recommended. The vets
have told me they are seeing more and more occurrences of laminitus with increased
euthanasia rates as a result, so I wanted to share my experience as a warning to
others.
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Showing Tips by Cindy Baldry
As well as preparing your horse it is important to be prepared yourself and to make
sure you have everything ready for each show. Have a checklist before leaving home,
take the schedule and timetable.
Make sure you have all the vital grooming equipment with you. We include shampoo
and woodflour in case of accidents or arriving in the rain (hopeful that the sun will
come out later). Some shows helpfully have stalls where you can top up on your show
products. In the summer a good fly repellent is a must in your grooming kit. Buy a
grooming basket to take ringside containing your last minute grooming items such as
a mane and tail brush.
Ensure your tack is clean and take a leather cleaner or wipes for any last minute touch
ups. This can also be used on your boots just before going into the ring. Your own
appearance is just as important and so I suggest taking spare jodhpurs, just in case!
Think about what you are going to wear to make the right impression, if showing inhand a good pair of shoes/boots that don't restrict you is essential. Personally I don't
like to see too much makeup on the handler as I feel it can be distracting. For ridden
classes you may be required to strip your horse and will need to have a groom with
you. Make sure they have a hat to wear in the ring. Put your qualification card in your
jacket pocket and be prepared with evening performance wear if an evening
performance is scheduled. Use elastic for your exhibitor number as this is much more
flexible and can be purchased very cheaply from show stall specialists.

Work your in horse leaving the tail bandage on. Take plenty of water for cleaning and
drinking, water quality differs from region to region and some horses can be fussy as
the old saying goes "you can lead a horse to water but you cant make it drink". Also
long marches to taps on show grounds can be draining on your energy. Take a first aid
kit for you and your horse, hoping you don't have to use it.
However, remember showing is a hobby for most of us and therefore should be fun!
Helping others by lending hats or brushes at shows is all part of the showing team
spirit. If it hadn't been for someone lending us some woodflour for King Arthur at
TOYS last year who knows what the outcome may have been....A big thanks to them.

